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“...defend the gospel”
What has changed?
“On The Record”
How Public Affairs is structured
MOTION GRAPHIC: Helping the Needy; It's a Hand Up

Each year thousands of members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints donate more than 7 million hours to the Church's food production and welfare facilities as they strive to follow the example of Jesus Christ. When someone, despite their best efforts, can't provide for themselves or their family, the Church and its members step in to help. It's not a handout — it's a hand up.
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“Defend” versus “Promote”
“Defending” the Brethren
Some Big Questions
presentism

noun

An attitude toward the past dominated by present-day attitudes and experiences
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Is there room for your own views?
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Central dilemma of public affairs
We follow Jesus Christ
We are strong supporters of the family.
We have faith.
We value freedom.
We live by strong moral values.
We serve others.
We believe lives can change.